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Suncamper has released its newest
model, the Sovereign Deluxe, at the
Caravan, Camping, RV & Holiday
Supershow in Sydney. The model
features an island bed, separate
toilet and shower and has an open
floor plan. It is just over seven
metres in length and driven with a
car licence.
The Sovereign Deluxe is designed
primarily for two people but can
accommodate four. It has two
double beds, neither of which
needs setting up. Two seat belts
are fitted in the motorhome,
meaning four can travel at any
time.
Keith, the owner of Suncamper,
commissioned this motorhome for
his personal use. He has owned
many motorhomes and now his
needs have changed with
grandchildren and more time to
travel. He proposed the layout and
oversaw construction methods.

The cabin seats swivel making for
a great conversation area. And the
bed above the cab lifts up, opening
the floor plan further and making
the cab easily accessible.
The style of the interior and
attention to detail are unique. It
has thoughtful highlights like
under-bench lighting so drawers
are well lit and courtesy lights for
the pathway from bed to toilet.
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Island Bed at Rear
UPPER RIGHT
Cabin Seats Swivel and become part of
motorhome area
ABOVE
The toilet and shower are separate
LEFT
Kitchen with under-bench lighting

“The wall easily
rotates moving the
hand basin into
your toilet area
and maximising
your shower
space.”

ABOVE
Mike Whitney coming to present the
Sovereign Prestige on Sydney Weekender.
From left: Keith Harrison, Mike Whitney,
Cameron Harrison.
BELOW
Kitchen, TV, Fridge and Bed Above Cab

“Europe is currently at the forefront
of motorhome design and product
innovation in the global industry.
The Sovereign Deluxe adopts
European style with ruggedized
construction methods specifically
for Australian roads. Inspiration
for this model was drawn from
many areas, including modern
architecture, superyacht interiors
and my manufacturing experience
in Europe.” – Cameron Harrison,
manager at Suncamper and chief
designer.

One of the especially innovative
features is the bathroom wall. The
toilet and shower are separate and
the hand basin sits in the shower
area. Until of course you want to
have a shower. The wall easily
rotates moving the hand basin into
the toilet area and maximising your
shower space.
The Sovereign Deluxe is now
available for order. For more
information contact Suncamper on
(02) 9484 3952.

